
FIRE AND PROPERTY PROTECTION SERVICES

EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS.  
EVERY TIME.



CATERING TO YOUR  
SPECIFIC NEEDS

Whatever your role — property manager, 
building engineer, security professional or 
building owner — Mitec makes your life easier. 
We focus on fire and property protection so  
you can focus on your other responsibilities.

If a security or fire-related incident occurs, you 
will have peace of mind knowing that:

•  We hold ourselves accountable with multiple 
guarantees, verified reporting and ongoing 
communications

•   Your property and technology has been inspected 
and tested to the highest industry standards 

•  Our unmatched technology and reporting 
tools, including the industry-leading 
BuildingReports® system, ensure proper, 
auditable compliance

MITEC’S PROPERTY  
PROTECTION SERVICES 

From installation to inspection and maintenance, 
all of our services are delivered by a culture of 
responsiveness and complemented with high-
touch programs, such as fire drill assistance and 
new tenant development. 

We understand that getting the system running 
is not the battle, but keeping it running well 
and in compliance for decades afterwards is. 
That is why we invest in our people, technology 
and processes to create a business model 
that supports customers for life. It is also why 
other companies see your inspection business 
as a burden, rather than as an opportunity to 
serve you every year, ensuring your property is 
compliant and safe.

TRUSTED FOR LIFE
When ensuring buildings and the people who live and 

work there are safe, organizations turn to and stay 

with the fire and property protection services from 

Mitec. Our highly-trained personnel use advanced 

technology built with the customer’s needs in mind to 

inspect more than one million devices every year, all 

while guaranteeing superior service and results.



OUR FOCUS IS OUR  
DIFFERENCE

More than 25 years ago, Mitec set out to build 
a company different than all the other fire and 
property protection companies. While others are 
primarily interested in large, new installations, 
we built our organization from the ground up 
concerned with year-over-year inspection and 
maintenance of your current systems. 

Our focus on inspection and reporting has 
helped us garner a 95 percent retention rate — 
50 percent higher than the industry average. 
Keeping commercial facilities compliant is why 
companies come to us, but the service they 
receive is why they trust us for life. 

“�This�is�my�first�
experience�with�Mitec�
and�I�must�say�that�I�am�
thoroughly�impressed.�
I�truly�appreciate�the�
enthusiasm�and�spirit�of�
cooperation�that�you�all�
have�shown…�it�is�truly�
refreshing.”�

–  Mike E.  
Senior�Facility�Engineer



WHAT WE OFFER
While our initial engagement with an organization begins with inspection and reporting, we offer a complete set 

of building fire and property protection services, including installation and emergency service.

“�Mitec�is�the�most�professional�and�knowledgeable�Life�Safety�Company�I�have�ever�
worked�with.�I�especially�appreciate�the�communication�system�Mitec�has�in�place�and�
your�technicians�are�top�notch.”

–  Butch J.  
Building�Engineer

We know how to respond quickly – all 
requests are created, routed, and tracked 
electronically, for fast, efficient delivery of 
services. We guarantee a four-hour response 
time for all emergency service requests, and 
if we don’t arrive within the first four hours, 
you don’t pay for our labor for that visit.

No job is too big or too small for us – whether 
using our Tenant Development Program 
(TDP) or Integrated System Installation. Our 
dedicated and highly-specialized engineers 
review your space requirements and design a 
code-compliant system specific to your needs.

We maintain and support any systems we 
install or inspect so that all systems are running 
at peak efficiency and issues or repairs are 
addressed quickly. Our field engineers and 
technicians are manufacturer-trained, having a 
deep technical expertise across all product lines. 

INSPECTION AND TESTING EMERGENCY SERVICES

MAINTENANCE & SUPPORT INSTALLATION

We’re focused first on ensuring regular 
and proper inspection and testing of your 
facilities.  We have invested in hand-held 
technology and the latest and broadest 
compliance reporting solution available,  
so that you have all of your building 
reporting information at your fingertips via 
our industry-leading, Web-based solution.
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SYSTEMS WE INSTALL,  
INSPECT AND MAINTAIN

Led by a team of in-house engineers, 
designers, and technicians

Fire alarm - Our experience includes the 
successful design and installation of countless 
systems — from small, single-loop addressable 
systems to networked, peer-to-peer multi-
panel systems with graphical user interfaces.

Access control - Our custom-tailored 
access control systems feature new levels of 
performance, expandability and technology, 
from small single-door systems to complex, 
networked designs.

Monitoring - We offer 24x7 monitoring for all of 
your most critical systems, including fire alarm, 
suppression and security, as well as instant 
notification of you, your local fire, police and 
ambulatory services utilizing a variety of 
communicating devices, including wireless.

Video - As closed-circuit television moves 
into Internet-ready video, we can assist in the 
design, installation and maintenance of all 
of your video needs — from a simple system 
upgrade to installation of an entirely new 
system utilizing the latest in technology.

We offer other high-touch services to help 
make property managers’ lives easier. 
For instance, with our Fire Drill Assistance 
program, we take care of everything – from 
offering classroom training for building 
occupants to actually conducting building 
evacuation drills. 

We also help satisfy fire marshal and 
insurance company requirements. And 
as part of our Fire Alarm System Training 
program, Mitec account managers train 
new staff and provide ongoing refresher 
training, as needed.

FIRE DRILL ASSISTANCE  
&  

TRAINING PROGRAM



OUR PEOPLE

Many companies say it, but we truly believe it. 
Our culture of service is built around people. 
That’s how we retain our employees and our 
clients. Our highly-trained team of account 
managers, designers, inspectors, field engineers 
and technicians are committed to providing an 
array of services and regular inspection  
programs that are without equal.

OUR TECHNOLOGY & PROCESS

We integrate proven best practices with the 
latest technology to generate a special customer 
experience. The right process coupled with the 
right technology makes it easy for organizations 
to do business with us. For example:

•   Our account managers provide customers  
one point of contact

•   We do not require a minimum amount of 
work on our service calls

•  And we ensure our reporting tools are  
easy to use

“�Allow�me�a�few�minutes�of�your�time�to�express�my�sincere�
appreciation�for�the�excellent�work�that�Mitec�has�exhibited�
while�installing�the�fire�alarm�system�at�our�corporate�
campus.�Beyond�exception,�the�quality�of�service�and�support�
I�have�received�from�Mitec�has�been�outstanding.”

–  Holly H.  
VP�of�Property�Management

A HISTORY OF EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS, ONE CUSTOMER AT A TIME. EVERY TIME.



Quality people means quality support and for this 

reason, Mitec invests heavily in the people, unmatched 
technology and reporting tools to help better support 

our customers. Take a moment to get to know us, and 

we think you’ll agree that where others promise,  
we guarantee.

“�It�is�a�real�pleasure�doing�business�with�Mitec.�There�is�a�
level�of�professionalism�that�is�unmatched�by�other�service�
companies.�The�inspection�reports�are�very�informative�and�
user�friendly.�The�service�technicians�are�always�courteous.�
We�are�glad�to�be�associated�with�such�a�fine�group.”

–  James D.� 
Senior�Operations�Manager

OUR GUARANTEE

We’ve built our organization to treat others how 
we like to be treated. This means we guarantee 
that you can count on us for:

•  A four-hour response time for service requests

•  No change orders, if we design, install, and 
certify a tenant installation and the fire official 
requires additional work due to Mitec’s design

•    Immediate notification via online reporting  
of system discrepancies along with 
applicable code references, items recalled by 
manufacturers and proposed solutions

A HISTORY OF EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS, ONE CUSTOMER AT A TIME. EVERY TIME.



SAFETY FIRST. SAFETY ALWAYS.

When ensuring building safety and compliance, organizations turn to Mitec’s fire and property 
protection services. From installation to inspection and maintenance, all services are delivered by a 
culture of responsiveness and complemented with high-touch programs such as fire drill assistance 
and new tenant development. We make property managers and building engineers’ lives easier 
through our account management structure, innovative Web-based reporting tools and multiple 
service guarantees. And, we are unique to have made inspection and reporting our main focus. 

Keeping commercial facilities compliant is why companies come to us, but the service they receive is 
why they trust us for life. Experience Mitec and have your expectations exceeded every time.
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“�We�contracted�with�Mitec�after�experiencing�several�problems�
with�false�alarms�and�got�far�more�than�we�expected�—�an�
end�to�our�immediate�problem,�comprehensive�reports,�
a�company�that�believes�in�customer�service,�and�the�
advantage�of�up-to-the�minute�technology.�Thank�you!”

– Brenda N.  
Director�of�Asset�Management


